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TURF Talk editor Charl Pretorius is livid about trainers not returning phone calls. 

Gloves off in a fight for common decency! 
THERE are limits to everything, and the editorial rules of Turf Talk prevent this publication from naming and 

shaming. In fact, as stated, our editorial policy is to promote the sport of horseracing by publishing positive  

articles, editorial that can contribute to the game’s growth and popularity. 

And so, writes CHARL PRETORIUS, “I won’t be mention-

ing names in what is I believe a warranted tirade today. 

But I will make sure the message is driven home.” 

 

Let me tell you about it. 

 

There is no headline photo in today’s edition because 

the trainer of the horse we picked to promote ignored 

our request for information and a general promo article 

about his stable. Not for the first time, this individual 

picked up the phone, claimed to have an important 

incoming call and that he’d ‘phone back in two 

minutes’, yet declined to do so. Four more calls and a 

message later, still no response.  

 

The trainer in question is an outright liar, on this alone. 

I wonder how he treats his clients, some of whom I 

count as friends. 

 

The few scribes left in racing are in for love of the 

game. We try to do five things in the current climate: 

Promote horses, promote trainers, promote breeders, 

promote jockeys and stimulate betting turnover. In  

doing our best we also protect our livelihoods. 

Despite being placed on the fringes being deemed ob-

solete by some bigwigs, or for writing the wrong things, 

I believe members of the SA racing media are doing an 

admirable job in an environment marked by  

censorship, and even so we have the cooperation of 

perhaps 80% or more of the industry’s participants.  

Every day we receive and distribute vital racing and 

industry information, we chase news and stories and 

present them in a way as to keep everyone generally 

happy. Sometimes this goes against our will, or our 

even our already pummelled ethical rules as  

journalists, but we do it for the good of the game, for 

the bigger picture.  

 

Our task remains vital. It is our duty in a the most  

troubling time in history for horseracing to fight for the 

game, to let the world know why we love our sport and 

the many great things about it. 

 

Everything is so much harder when we have to deal 

with dubious characters, brutes or prima donnas who 

believe they are accountable to nobody and that the 

sun shines brightly from their nether regions. Always 

too busy to give you the time of day. Busy with what? 

Lining up a coup? Taking a nap? Out to lunch? Always 

too important to speak in a proper and courteous  

manner? Who the hell do they think they are? 

From Turf Talk to the many trainers who support us 

and give us their warm and ongoing cooperation - 

thank you, you make our jobs a joy and your support is 

sincerely valued. 

 

To the rest of you:  Get a life. Find some manners. 

Jump off a cliff. No more protection from us. No more  

ignoring or refusing to report on dope charges, to start 

with. Gloves off.  - tt. 

http://www.turftalk.co.za
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BEAUTIFUL and well-bred, Hat Puntano will be joining Summerhill Stud. 

Hat Puntano’s elite background will count at stud 
MOST successes in racing are bittersweet, so many good horses are acquired with such ambition, such faith in 

the human capacity to achieve things on a dauntless scale, that somewhere in the works, the pieces almost  

invariably unravel sooner or later.  

A telling example was the wildly gifted Hat Puntano, 

who had already surpassed the highest boundaries of 

sporting endeavor when he was acquired for a small 

fortune for South Africa, only to become a symbol of 

how abruptly even the greatest resources can be un-

done by the one inescapable bond between men and 

horses of every station. 

 

Anyone in attendance at Argentina’s principal race-

course, San Isidro at the height of their 2016 racing 

season, could attest to the significance that great 

racing nation attaches to the Gr.1 Gran Criterium and 

the Gr1 2000 Guineas, the fonts respectively of so 

many legends of their breeding history.  

 

The expectations in 2016 however were higher than 

usual following a 16 length drubbing of his debut 

field by Hat Puntano; that doesn’t happen too often in 

Buenos Aires, where juveniles are generally taking on 

the cream of the crop. 

That this was no fluke was clear within a fortnight. On 

25th May, the best of that generation faced the starter 

for the GP Gran Criterium. Biding his time in the back 

seat, Hat Puntano made hacks of a deep field of young 

acolytes in a matter of strides; within seconds he had 

put them to the sword.  

 

For some reason, explained only by their Spanish pro-

pensity for doing things differently in Argentina, the 

Guineas is contested at the end of July, when southern 

hemisphere thoroughbreds have yet to celebrate their 

third birthdays.  

 

Hat Puntano was not about to allow this quirk of racing 

abnormality to interfere with a further demolition of the 

best of his contemporaries in the Guineas: it was over 

almost as soon as it was started, and those that wit-

nessed the jubilation that greeted his return to scale will 

tell you it resembled the return of the Messiah. 

to page 5 
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What happens when activists get a foot in the door
THIS photo of a Dog Race meeting was taken at the Palm Beach Racetrack in the late 1970s. Look at the  

massive crowd. Imagine the jobs and economic spinoffs this industry created. Let alone the entertainment  

provided in what was by most authoritative accounts a well regulated industry. Never mind the fact that its main 

participant, the graceful and athletic Greyhound, was bred to hunt and race, and enjoys it!  Forty years later, dog 

racing is all but history in the USA, and with liberal celebrities and fanatics in control of the mass media, the rest 

of the vulnerable world is set to follow the example of the state of Florida, where racing and betting on grey-

hounds will be illegal from 2020. Almost 70 percent of voters in the November 2018 election favoured amending 

the State Constitution to ban dog racing and betting on dog racing at the end of 2020. The amendment needed 

60 percent of votes to pass. Horse Racing in the US is under even heavier pressure, led by the notoriously left-

wing Liar, The New York Times and followed by plenty of its sycophantic cohorts. Around the globe, individuals 

and groups looking to give meaning to their pathetic lives are going bonkers for ‘causes’. Believe us when we tell 

you horse racing is next on the agenda of activists all over the world. They won the first battle with the unneces-

sary whip rules now being instituted around the globe and their next steps are in progress. They work tirelessly 

and systematically and they have a plan to which the end goal is simply to stop horse racing forever. It goes  

almost without saying that we must do everything to ensure the integrity of the sport and the safety of the  

thoroughbred, but let’s do so with the knowledge that the zealots wont stop until they’ve achieved their selfish 

goals. We can fight them with similarly aggressive publicity, do our bit as lovers of the great sport to ensure its 

survival. Diplomacy means nothing to leftist activists. Treating them with the same public disdain as they treat us 

won’t help. It will play into their court. Do it the other way round. Start with tributes and tokens of love to horse 

racing on social media. At every opportunity you get, confess your love for and appreciation of horse racing. Post it 

on Facebook, tweet, post beautiful racehorse photos on Instagram. Don’t allow these clowns to get the support of 

the people, because this is what they are trying to do. It’s a massive mind game, they are brainwashing the weak, 

and winning support hand over fist. Don’t let it happen!  - tt. 

General Franco pulled up shin sore and will be rested 
WHAT went wrong with General Franco? The R4 million yearling and facile debut winner served up one of the 

shocks of the season when trailing in last at odds of 7-20 in the Suburban Spares Juvenile Plate at a stunned 

Kenilworth on Saturday – and seemingly everybody is still scratching their heads.  

The Frankel colt took a strong hold early as Greg 

Cheyne settled him towards the rear. When the button 

was pressed there was nothing to come and his 

shocked rider reported: “It was a very slow run race, he 

came out well and I let him run into the bridle but I was 

beaten 600m out. I thought he might find his feet late 

but he didn’t.  His work leading up to the race was no 

problem. He didn’t reproduce his work.” 

Tests and follow-up inspections have so far proved 

inconclusive.  

 

Trainer Justin Snaith said yesterday: “He’s pulled up a 

little shin-sore but bar that we cannot find anything. 

Whether it is enough for him to have run such a bad 

race I just don’t know but I am hoping it is the reason. 

He will now be put away for a while.”  - Gold Circle. 
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HAT PUNTANO (fm page 2) 

 

Hushed dismay greeted our man again at Turffontein 

when he humbled a field of South Africa’s top milers 

and Group One celebrities under the welter burden of 

61 kgs in the Charity Mile, prompting the question, 

just how good could this fellow be? Mortality seldom 

intrudes on our pleasant sporting life as savagely as it 

does when a hero falls from grace, transported from 

sporting paradise, against all the odds, into the infer-

no. Yet the ravages of misfortune are the  constant 

bedfellows of all physical activity and Hat Puntano 

was soon to become the victim of a debilitating se-

quence of the niggles and nags that even the most 

resilient of athletes are unable to escape.  

 

You only have to look at the national cricket squad at 

the World Cup to know the travails that have recently 

afflicted the lives of  Rabada, Steyn & Ngidi to know 

how true it is. 

 

Remembering how essential renewal is among the 

vicissitudes of a fashion-conscious racing world, as 

the autumn sunshine forges gold from the green 

downlands of the KZN Midlands, you might expect the 

annual announcement of the latest stallion acquisi-

tion. A trio of Gaynor Rupert’s Drakenstein Stud, the 

Vilela family of former Samsung connection and ten-

time champion breeders, Summerhill Stud, have done 

just that. 

 

Speaking from the farm, Mick Goss, speculated that 

any racehorse able to elevate himself so convincingly 

above the best of his generation, has to be a proper 

racehorse, especially in  so competitive an environment 

as Argentina.  

 

Besides, Hat Puntano comes with some priceless  

silverware in his genetic cabinet, a son of one of the 

best milers of the breed-shaping Sunday Silence in Hat 

Trick (already sire of a major French stallion in Dabir-

sim) from a daughter of the stellar “shuttle” horse,  

Bernstein (by Storm Cat).  

 

“It’s not too far-fetched to imagine this elite back-

ground and his performances at the highest level could 

reignite the fuses of brilliance that Hat Puntano dis-

played in a truncated career. “ 

 

A glance at what the exotic strains of shuttle stallions 

have done for the Australian breeding industry,  

commends this stunningly good looking racehorse as a 

man to draw his own line in South African soil. 

 

Hat Puntano joins a quintet of Group One-winning 

standouts on the Summerhill roster in Act Of War,  

Capetown Noir, Rabada and Willow Magic.  -tt. 

@turftalk1 

http://www.twitter.com/turftalk1
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Typical ‘Wish we were there…’ 

A photo of Deauville racecourse in France which will easily go 

with a ‘Wish You Were Here!’ postcard. Have racing’s adminis-

trators ever considered that racegoers and watchers enjoy 

their racing more at beautiful tracks? Ambience, atmosphere, 

a good clean look, appeals to the discerning racegoer. We’ve 

done our bit at some courses to improve the race day  

experience on the grandstand, but what about outside? The 

old Gosforth Park, for example, had manicured flower gardens 

around the winning post. In the US, places like Santa Anita 

and Gulfstream Park have beautiful, strategically placed palm 

trees and rock gardens. It most certainly enhances the experi-

ence of going racing and watching it against pretty backdrops. 

A few cosmetic changes to our courses can make a difference. 

Some trees covering the sight of Jo’burg’s mine dump at 

Turffontein, or at the back of the straight where views of the  

dilapidated  buildings of Little Nigeria can be covered with a 

few palms, maybe? Are we nit picking? Will this be a very  

expensive exercise? Just a suggestion. 

May as well laugh it all off... 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
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